ABT AUDI A4 LIMOUSINE (8W00) FROM 11/15

Please find more information about our products on our website www.abt-sportsline.com, at our configurator on www.abt-configurator.com or at the dealer portal on
www.dis.abt-sportsline.de.
The stated prices are valid until 31st of December 2018. All prices are to be understood ex-work Kempten (without taxes, duties and freight charges). Price changes,
errors or technical changes are expected and subject to change without notice.
Generated: March 6, 2018

ABT AUDI A4 LIMOUSINE (8W00) FROM 11/15
ABT ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
DESCRIPTION

ORDER NO.

PRICE IN EURO
excl. VAT

ABT Power “New
Generation”

assembly

2,0 TFSI 185 kW (252 HP), 370 Nm to approx. 243 kW (330 HP), 440 Nm
engine code: CYRB

8W00120330CYRB/1

1.991,60

D

2,0 TDI 140 kW (190 HP), 400 Nm to approx 158 kW (215 HP), 440 Nm
engine code: DETA

8W00120215DETA/1

1.672,27

D

3,0 TDI from 160 kW (218 HP), 400 Nm to approx. 184 kW (250 HP),
450 Nm
engine code: CSWB

8W00130250CSWB/1

1.991,60

D

3,0 TDI 200 kW (272 HP), 600 Nm to approx. 239 kW (325 HP), 660 Nm
engine code: CRTC

8W00130325CRTC/1

2.512,61

D

assembly per engine upgrade

152,10

Please pay attention to the speed index of the tires! If the speed index is not sufficient, new tires need to be installed.

Please find more information about our products on our website www.abt-sportsline.com, at our configurator on www.abt-configurator.com or at the dealer portal on
www.dis.abt-sportsline.de.
The stated prices are valid until 31st of December 2018. All prices are to be understood ex-work Kempten (without taxes, duties and freight charges). Price changes,
errors or technical changes are expected and subject to change without notice.
Generated: March 6, 2018

ABT AUDI A4 LIMOUSINE (8W00) FROM 11/15
ABT AERODYNAMICS
DESCRIPTION

ORDER NO.

PRICE IN EURO
excl. VAT

ABT aerodynamics

ABT - FRONT SKIRT ADD-ON
only possible for Audi A4 with s-line exterior kit or Audi S4
material ABS / gloss black
assembly
ABT - FRONT GRILLE ADD-ON
material ABS
consisting off:
- front grill add-on silver (1-pcs.)
- air intake cover gloss black (2-pcs.)
assembly

8W008002110

8W008002170

651,26

C

306,72
4M008006150

ABT - FENDER INSERTS CARBON
2 pieces / material CFK
assembly

4M008006150A

ABT - REAR SKIRT SET
for A4 2.0 TDI, 140 kW front wheel drive / quattro
for A4 3.0 TDI front wheel drive / quattro
only for vehicles with s-line exterior package without panoramic roof
consisting of:
- 8W008002130 ABT rear skirt insert, material PUR / primed
- 8W002002120 ABT 4-pipe rear muffler Ø84mm, material: stainless
steel
painting
assembly

C

108,40

ABT - FENDER INSERTS
2 pieces / material ABS unprimed
painting
assembly

ABT - REAR SKIRT SET
for vehicles with 2.0 TFSI
only for vehicle swith s-line exterior package
consisting of:
- 8W008002130 ABT rear skirt insert, material PUR / primed
- 8W002002110 ABT 4-pipe rear muffler Ø84mm, material: stainless
steel
painting
assembly

306,72

415,97

C

86,55
327,73
857,14

F

327,73

8W008002130-2

1.899,16

C

365,55
327,73

8W008002130-3

1.899,16

C

365,55
327,73

ABT -DECOR FOIL SET REAR SKIRT INSERT MESH OPTIC
foil in mesh optic
only in combination with ABT rear skirt set
2-pieces

8W008002400

73,11

C

ABT - FRONT GRILLE EMBLEM SET CHROME
mounting device incl. ABT-logo in chrome

AN8000270-1

26,89

C

Please find more information about our products on our website www.abt-sportsline.com, at our configurator on www.abt-configurator.com or at the dealer portal on
www.dis.abt-sportsline.de.
The stated prices are valid until 31st of December 2018. All prices are to be understood ex-work Kempten (without taxes, duties and freight charges). Price changes,
errors or technical changes are expected and subject to change without notice.
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ABT AUDI A4 LIMOUSINE (8W00) FROM 11/15
ABT AERODYNAMICS
DESCRIPTION

ORDER NO.

PRICE IN EURO
excl. VAT

ABT aerodynamics

ABT - FRONT GRILLE EMBLEM SET MATT BLACK
mounting device incl. ABT-logo in matt black

AN8000270-2

26,89

C

The ABT Aerodynamic products might have restrictions in terms of installation on the serial car. Please check if there will be any limitations for your vehicle at the ABT
configurator, get in contact with your ABT partner or speak to ABT Sportsline directly.

Please find more information about our products on our website www.abt-sportsline.com, at our configurator on www.abt-configurator.com or at the dealer portal on
www.dis.abt-sportsline.de.
The stated prices are valid until 31st of December 2018. All prices are to be understood ex-work Kempten (without taxes, duties and freight charges). Price changes,
errors or technical changes are expected and subject to change without notice.
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ABT AUDI A4 LIMOUSINE (8W00) FROM 11/15
ABT SPORT WHEELS
DESCRIPTION

ORDER NO.

PRICE IN EURO
excl. VAT

ABT wheel sets
DR

ABT - DR19 - SPORT ALLOY WHEEL SET
DR19 - 8,5 x 19 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 35 - hub: 66,6 mm - ball: 26,0
mm
color: mystic black

FDR1985351266MB-01

2.184,87

C

ABT - DR20 - SPORT ALLOY WHEEL SET
DR20 - 9.0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 40 - hub diameter: 66.5 mm ball: 25.6 mm
color: mystic black - incl. wheel spacer set HR2355668-1

FDR2090401266MB-23

3.201,68

C

ABT - ER-C19 - SPORT ALLOY WHEEL SET
ER-C19 - 8,5 x 19 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 35 - center bore: 66,45 mm ball: 25,6 mm
color: gun-metal / diamond-machined

FERC1985351266GM-1-01

2.184,87

C

ABT - ER-C19 - SPORT ALLOY WHEEL SET
ER-C19 - 8,5 x 19 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 35 - center bore: 66,45 mm ball: 25,6 mm
color: matt black

FERC1985351266MB-1-01

2.184,87

C

ABT - ER-C20 - SPORT ALLOY WHEEL SET
ER-C20 - 9,0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 40 - center bore: 66,45 mm ball: 25,6 mm color: matt black - incl. ABT wheel spacer set HR2355668-1

FERC2090401266MB-23

3.105,04

C

ABT wheel sets
FR

ABT - FR20 - SPORT ALLOY WHEEL SET
FR20 - 8,5 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 40 - hub diameter: 66,45 mm ball: 25,6 mm
color: mystic black - incl. wheel spacer set HR2355668-1

FFRC2085401266-23

3.201,68

C

ABT wheel sets
GR

ABT - SPORT GR20 GLOSSY BLACK - SPORT ALLOY WHEEL SET
GR20 - 9.0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 33 - hub diameter: 66.5 mm cone: 60°
color: glossy black / diamond polished lip
not for A6 3,0 TDI biturbo from 313 HP / 230 kW

FGRC2090331266GB-01

2.966,39

C

ABT - SPORT GR20 MATT BLACK - SPORT ALLOY WHEEL SET
GR20 - 9.0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 33 - hub diameter: 66.5 mm cone: 60°
color: matt black / diamond polished
not for A6 3,0 TDI biturbo from 313 HP / 230 kW

FGRC2090331266MB-01

2.966,39

C

ABT - DR19 COMPLETE WHEEL SET
DR19 - 8.5 x 19 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 35 - hub diameter: 66.6 mm ball: 26.0 mm
color: mystic black - incl. tyre: 255/35 R19

DR1985351266MB-25535-01

3.184,84

C

ABT - DR20 COMPLETE WHEEL SET
DR20 - 9.0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 40 - hub diameter: 66.5 mm ball: 25.6 mm
color: mystic black - incl tyre: 255/30 R20 - incl. wheel spacer set
HR2355668-1

DR2090401266MB-25530-23

4.579,83

C

ABT - ER-C19 COMPLETE WHEEL SET
ER-C19 - 8.5 x 19 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 35 - hub diameter: 66.5 mm ball: 26.0 mm
color: gun-metal / diamond-machined - incl. tyre: 255/35 R19

ERC1985351266GM-1-25535-01

3.319,33

C

ABT - ER-C19 COMPLETE WHEEL SET
ER-C19 - 8.5 x 19 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 35 - hub diameter: 66.5 mm ball: 26.0 mm
color: matt black - incl. tyre: 255/35 R19

ERC1985351266MB-1-25535-01

3.319,33

C

ABT - ER-C20 COMPLETE WHEEL SET
ER-C20 - 9.0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 40 - hub diameter: 66.5 mm ball: 25.6 mm
color: matt black - incl. tyre: 255/30 R20 - incl. wheel spacer set
HR2355668-1

ERC2090401266MB-25530-23

4.415,94

C

ABT complete
wheel sets
FR

ABT - FR20 COMPLETE WHEEL SET
FR20 - 8,5 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 40 - hub diameter: 66.5 mm ball: 25.6 mm
color: mystic black - incl tyre: 255/30 R20 - incl. wheel spacer set
HR2355668-1

FRC2085401266-25530-23

4.747,90

C

ABT complete
wheel sets
GR

ABT - SPORT GR20 GLOSSY BLACK - COMPLETE WHEEL SET
GR20 - 9.0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 33 - hub diameter: 66.5 mm cone: 60°
color: glossy black / diamond polished lip - incl. tires 255/30 R20

GRC2090331266GB-25530-01

4.243,70

C

ABT - SPORT GR20 MATT BLACK - COMPLETE WHEEL SET
GR20 - 9.0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 33 - hub diameter: 66.5 mm cone: 60°
color: matt black / diamond polished - incl. tires 255/30 R20

GRC2090331266MB-25530-01

4.243,70

C

ABT wheel sets
ER-C

ABT complete
wheel sets
DR

ABT complete
wheel sets
ER-C

assembly

assembly per ABT complete wheel set

33,61

Please find more information about our products on our website www.abt-sportsline.com, at our configurator on www.abt-configurator.com or at the dealer portal on
www.dis.abt-sportsline.de.
The stated prices are valid until 31st of December 2018. All prices are to be understood ex-work Kempten (without taxes, duties and freight charges). Price changes,
errors or technical changes are expected and subject to change without notice.
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ABT AUDI A4 LIMOUSINE (8W00) FROM 11/15
DESCRIPTION

ORDER NO.

PRICE IN EURO
excl. VAT

ABT wheels
DR

ABT - DR-SPORT ALLOY WHEEL
DR19 - 8.5 x 19 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 35 - hub diameter: 66.6 mm ball: 26,0 mm
color: mystic black

FDR1985351266MB

546,22

C

ABT - DR-SPORT ALLOY WHEEL
DR19 - 8,5 x 19 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 50 - hub diameter: 57,1 mm ball: 25,6 mm
color: mystic black

FDR1985501257MB

546,22

C

ABT - DR-SPORT ALLOY WHEEL
DR20 - 9,0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 40 - hub diameter: 66,5 mm ball: 25,6 mm
color: mystic black

FDR2090401266MB

718,49

C

ABT - ER-C SPORT ALLOY WHEEL
ER-C19 - 8,5 x 19 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 35 - hub diameter: 66,45 mm
- ball: 25,6 mm
color: gun-metal / diamond-machined

FERC1985351266GM-1

546,22

C

ABT - ER-C SPORT ALLOY WHEEL
ER-C19 - 8,5 x 19 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 35 - hub diameter: 66,45 mm
- ball: 25,6 mm
color: matt black

FERC1985351266MB

546,22

C

ABT - ER-C SPORT ALLOY WHEEL
Farbe: matt blackER-C20 - 9,0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 40 - hub
diameter: 66,45 mm - ball: 25,6 mm
color: matt black

FERC2090401266MB

697,48

C

ABT wheels
FR

ABT - FR-SPORT ALLOY WHEEL
FR20 - 8,5 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 40 - hub diameter: 66,45 mm ball: 25,6 mm
color: mystic black

FFRC2085401266

739,50

C

ABT wheels
GR

ABT - SPORT GR20 GLOSSY BLACK
GR20 - 9,0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 33 - hub diameter: 66,5 mm ball: 25,6 mm
color: glossy black diamond polished lip

FGRC2090331266GB

739,50

C

ABT - SPORT GR20 MATT BLACK
GR20 - 9.0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 33 - hub diameter: 66.5 mm cone: 60°
color: matt black / diamond polished

FGRC2090331266MB

739,50

C

ABT - VALVE CAPS
4 valve caps with ABT logo

ANA000010

20,60

C

ABT wheels
ER-C

ABT ventile

On all vehicles built from Nov. 2014 a tire pressure control system is standard. In general there are two different systems.
1. Indirect measuring tire pressure control system: In this case no sensors in the wheels are needed due to the measurement of the tire diameter through the
antilocking system.
2. Direct measuring tire pressure control system: In this case for each wheel a tire pressure sensor will be needed. There will be additional cost for ordering an
ABT complete wheel set.
When ordering a complete wheel set please indicate if your vehicle uses a direct or indirect tire pressure control system.

Please find more information about our products on our website www.abt-sportsline.com, at our configurator on www.abt-configurator.com or at the dealer portal on
www.dis.abt-sportsline.de.
The stated prices are valid until 31st of December 2018. All prices are to be understood ex-work Kempten (without taxes, duties and freight charges). Price changes,
errors or technical changes are expected and subject to change without notice.
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ABT AUDI A4 LIMOUSINE (8W00) FROM 11/15
ABT SUSPENSION
DESCRIPTION

ORDER NO.

PRICE IN EURO
excl. VAT

ABT suspension

ABT - HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE-SUSPENSION SPRINGS
for A4/S4 Limousine, A5/S5 Coupé quattro with electronical damper
control
FA-load: from 1136 kg up to 1215 kg, RA-load: up to 1200 kg
Lowering FA 15-40mm, RA 15-40mm
assembly incl. axle alignment
ABT - HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE-SUSPENSION SPRINGS
for A4/S4 Limousine and A5/S5 Coupé quattro without electronical
damper control
FA-load: from 1136 kg up to 1215 kg, RA-load: up to 1200 kg
Lowering FA 15-40mm, RA 15-40mm
assembly incl. axle alignment
ABT - HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE-SUSPENSION SPRINGS
for A4 Avant FWD and A4 limo quattro, A5 Coupé quattro, A5
Cabrio/Sportback FWD with electronical damper control
FA-load: up to 1135 kg, RA-load: up to 1200 kg
Lowering FA 15-40mm, RA 15-40mm
assembly incl. axle alignment
ABT - HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE-SUSPENSION SPRINGS
for A4 Avant FWD and A4 limo quattro, A5 Coupé quattro, A5
Cabrio/Sportback FWD without electronical damper control
FA-load: up to 1135 kg, RA-load: up to 1200 kg
Lowering FA 15-40mm, RA 15-40mm
assembly incl. axle alignment

8W005001110

823,53

C

525,21

8W005001120

823,53

C

525,21

8W005002150

823,53

C

525,21

8W005002160

823,53

C

525,21

Restrictions may apply for ABT suspension products in terms of installation or set up on the serial car. Please check if there will be any limitations for your
vehicle at the ABT configurator, get in contact with your ABT partner or speak to ABT Sportsline directly.
Higher costs for the installation of the ABT-suspension may arise due to additional set up costs for electronical equipment (like automatic cruise control, active
lane assist, active side assist and others). These costs are not included yet in the installation. The instructions of the manufacturer have to be obeyed.

Please find more information about our products on our website www.abt-sportsline.com, at our configurator on www.abt-configurator.com or at the dealer portal on
www.dis.abt-sportsline.de.
The stated prices are valid until 31st of December 2018. All prices are to be understood ex-work Kempten (without taxes, duties and freight charges). Price changes,
errors or technical changes are expected and subject to change without notice.
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ABT AUDI A4 LIMOUSINE (8W00) FROM 11/15
ABT EXHAUST TECHNOLOGY
DESCRIPTION

ORDER NO.

PRICE IN EURO
excl. VAT

ABT rear skirt set

ABT - REAR SKIRT SET
for vehicles with 2.0 TFSI
only for vehicle swith s-line exterior package
consisting of:
- 8W008002130 ABT rear skirt insert, material PUR / primed
- 8W002002110 ABT 4-pipe rear muffler Ø84mm, material: stainless
steel
painting
assembly
ABT - REAR SKIRT SET
for A4 2.0 TDI, 140 kW front wheel drive / quattro
for A4 3.0 TDI front wheel drive / quattro
only for vehicles with s-line exterior package without panoramic roof
consisting of:
- 8W008002130 ABT rear skirt insert, material PUR / primed
- 8W002002120 ABT 4-pipe rear muffler Ø84mm, material: stainless
steel
painting
assembly

8W008002130-2

1.899,16

C

365,55
327,73

8W008002130-3

1.899,16

C

365,55
327,73

The ABT rear skirt sets might have restrictions in terms of installation on the serial car. Please check if there will be any limitations for your vehicle at the the
ABT configurator, get in contact with your ABT partner or speak to ABT Sportsline directly.

Please find more information about our products on our website www.abt-sportsline.com, at our configurator on www.abt-configurator.com or at the dealer portal on
www.dis.abt-sportsline.de.
The stated prices are valid until 31st of December 2018. All prices are to be understood ex-work Kempten (without taxes, duties and freight charges). Price changes,
errors or technical changes are expected and subject to change without notice.
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ABT AUDI A4 LIMOUSINE (8W00) FROM 11/15
ABT INTERIOR
DESCRIPTION

ORDER NO.

PRICE IN EURO
excl. VAT

ABT interior

ABT - FLOOR MAT SET
material: velours, 4 pieces, black with silver embroidered ABT logo and
curved lines
from 09/2015

8W00701181

130,25

C

ABT - START-STOP-SWITCH-CAP
with integrated illuminated ABT Logo

8W607024130

35,29

C

assembly
ABT - SHIFT KNOB COVER
Carbon / 1 piece / with Audi genuine parts

61,34
8W607024240-4

assembly
ABT - INTEGRATED ENTRANCE LIGHTS
for Audi vehicles with serial integrated entrance lights
set of 2 LED lights with ABT logo
for front and passenger door

495,80
52,52

AN0700160

41,18

E

Please find more information about our products on our website www.abt-sportsline.com, at our configurator on www.abt-configurator.com or at the dealer portal on
www.dis.abt-sportsline.de.
The stated prices are valid until 31st of December 2018. All prices are to be understood ex-work Kempten (without taxes, duties and freight charges). Price changes,
errors or technical changes are expected and subject to change without notice.
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